The traditional method of sensitive data identification for data stream has a large amount of calculation and does not reflect the impact of time on the data value, and the mining accuracy is not high. In view of the above problems we firstly adopt the sliding window mechanism to divide the data flow according to time and delay the dataset according to the characteristics of the data flow in the sliding window to achieve the purpose of saving time and space. At the same time, threshold sensitivity analysis is used to find out the optimal threshold. Finally, a K-anonymous algorithm based on dynamic rounding function is employed to achieve the protection of sensitive data. Theoretical analysis and experimental results show that the algorithm can effectively mine the sensitive data in the data stream and can effectively protect the sensitive data.
Introduction
With the rapid development of network technology, Internet platforms such as search engines, social networks, and ecommerce have generated a large amount of data when it is convenient for users. Now it is entering the era of big data where data is explosively growing. People are paying more and more attention to the protection of personal information, and data has become the most valuable thing at the moment. This has led to the mining and protection of sensitive information, that is, through the mining of super large amounts of data to obtain important information of users. However, mining sensitive data can also lead to privacy leakage. Therefore, many researchers began to focus on sensitive data mining and protection.
Baidu Encyclopedia defines sensitive information as follows: being used for improper behavior or being released or modified by others without the consent of the parties would be unfavorable to the implementation of the national interest or government plans or unfavorable to personal privacy rights enjoyed by individuals, including personal privacy information, business management information, financial information, personnel information, IT operation, and maintenance information. Among them, the data stream has strong time characteristics, and there is also the risk of sensitive information being tampered with and eavesdropped. However, expired stream data tends to be less valuable. The identification of sensitive data based on text content is a typical application of data mining. The method proposed in [1] is based on the threshold self-learning technology to improve computing efficiency. Massive text clustering and topic extraction based on sensitive data can obtain accurate and sensitive information, but it is not suitable for mining sensitive information in social networks [2] . There are various methods for mining sensitive data in social networks, such as ensuring close privacy while publishing sensitive data [3] , analyzing sensitive data transmission in android, leak detection for privacy [4] , and multipart support sensitive data mining algorithm [5] . Although the above method can efficiently mine sensitive data, it ignores the most important temporal characteristics of data flow. Based on this, Li Haifeng et al. proposed the FIMoTS algorithm in 2012 [6] , Qi Xiangxia et al. [4] presented the FIUT-Stream algorithm in 2013, and Yin Shaohong et al. proposed the SWM-MFI algorithm in 2015 [7] . These algorithms are based on sensitive data mining algorithms on the time data stream and are more in line with the characteristics of data flow in today's social networks.
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This paper summarizes the advantages of the above algorithm and proposes a threshold self-learning algorithm based on the sliding window, which can ensure the shortest mining time based on the mining of accurate information.
The protection of sensitive data is to prevent data from being leaked while ensuring the usefulness of the data [8, 9] . In order to protect the user's personal information, the traditional technique is to delete the user's sensitive data before the data is released. However, it has been found in practice that this method does not protect user information well, and it is difficult for data recovery, which destroys the usefulness of data. In view of the above problems, this paper mainly uses the following steps to mine and protect the data. Firstly, we segment the data stream and extract sensitive words. Then we divide the sliding window to mine sensitive data. Next, we find the optimal threshold. Finally we use the DIFD algorithm to implement the protection of sensitive data.
Related Work

Sensitive Data Mining.
The sensitive data recognition method based on text content mentioned in [1] is to judge sensitive information by simple feature selection extraction of text content and threshold determination method based on learning. The advantage is that the threshold determined by self-learning can make the accuracy of data extraction the highest, but when comparing threshold effects, a large number of calculations are generated, which greatly reduces the mining efficiency. The FIMoTS algorithm mentioned in [6] is more in line with the characteristics of data flow in today's social networks, which emphasizes the influence of time on the value of data. Based on the sliding window processing method, the time period is the processing unit, which increases the computational efficiency. However, the selection of the threshold value during the process is too arbitrary, and it is difficult to ensure the reliability of the mining result only through user customization. The mining algorithm used in this paper is combined with the FIMoTS algorithm in [1, 6] . First, the FIMoTS algorithm is briefly introduced as follows.
The algorithm mainly uses enumeration tree as the data structure to save data. Firstly, the enumeration tree is initialized according to the initial sliding window dataset and absolute support degree; then the algorithm uses the time characteristics of data arrival and departure to mine sensitive data and prunes the enumerate trees. Finally, the algorithm sets the upper and lower boundaries of data changes to improve the mining efficiency.
For the sliding window (| | = ), given the data item , the relative support is set to represent the / ( ≥ ) in a fractional form, where represents the total number of data items contained in the sliding window and indicates the total number of itemsets appearing in the sliding window . Minimum support threshold = / ( ≥ ), where minimum support is set by the user, and relative support is greater than minimum support, which is sensitive data. And we use to save the enumeration tree. In the enumeration tree, the parent node data item is a subset of the child nodes. When a child node of sensitive data is nonsensitive data, the node is set as a leaf node. The enumeration tree uses the form < , , > of the triple to represent each node's information, where represents the information of each data item, represents the relative support of the data item, and represents the update time of the node. This paper improves the algorithm FIMoTS in the process of mining sensitive data. In the literature [1] , the dataset is first processed by word segmentation. Then the frequent itemset mining algorithm based on the sliding window is used to dynamically change the threshold and finally obtain the optimal threshold. So, we rename the algorithm as threshold selflearning-sensitive data mining algorithm, namely, SL-SDMA.
Sensitive Data Protection.
With the continuous advancement of mining technology, it is becoming easier for people to obtain sensitive data, and personal privacy is seriously threatened. Therefore, how to effectively protect the sensitive data excavated becomes another important research area. Current methods for protecting sensitive data include the privacy protection method based on K-anonymity [10] , anonymized privacy protection technology based on clustering [11] , and differential privacy protection [12] . Although the algorithm of [11] reduces the risk of privacy leakage to a certain extent, the proposed K-anonymity model cannot solve the problems of homogeneous attacks and background attacks. The method in [12] can deal with attackers with arbitrary background knowledge and improve the usability of data clustering. However, this method cannot solve the privacy leak security problem in distributed environments. In view of the shortcomings of the above methods and the characteristics of social network datasets, this paper proposes the optimization of the K-anonymous algorithm based on the rounding partition function [10] . Dynamically changing the processing dataset can fully reflect the time characteristics of the data flow, and K-anonymity sensitive data protection method is the earliest proposed privacy protection mechanism. After years of research, the technology has matured, and the operation is simple and has strong practicality.
Sensitive Data Mining and Protection
Dataset Preprocessing.
The dataset studied in this paper mainly comes from online commentary. The dataset -consists of multiple online reviews. Let = { 1 , 2 , ...... }, where denotes the -th network comment. We first segment the online reviews into words through the TULAC word segmentation system developed by Tsinghua University's Natural Language Processing and Social Humanities Computing Laboratory and also identify the parts of speech of a word when it is segmenting, such as noun ( ), person's name ( ), and verb ( V).
Let the phrase after lexical analysis be
Among them, denotes the phrase after the word segmentation of the -th dataset, denotes the -th phrase after the lexical analysis of the -th group dataset, and denotes the part of speech of the phrase after the segmentation of the -th dataset.
represents the word after the group phrase was filtered, and the part of speech is noun. The specific steps are shown in Figure 1. 
Sensitive Data Mining
Algorithm. The threshold cannot be dynamically changed in the algorithm FIMoTS, so it is not suitable for the mining of sensitive data of various sizes of datasets, resulting in low mining efficiency. The SL-SDMA algorithm adopted in this paper changes the threshold value dynamically. After the enumeration tree is initialized, data items are inserted and deleted continuously as the sliding window moves. According to the algorithm FIMoTS, when data items are inserted, the upper bound of the type change of becomes ( − ]). After sensitive data is mined using the type change upper and lower bounds, the mined time and sensitive data redundancy of sensitive data under different thresholds are compared, and the optimal threshold is finally obtained, which can maximize the mining efficiency.
Use to save sensitive data, and a single sensitive dataset consists of < , > and two datasets, which represent changes in the upper and lower bounds of sensitive data; use to save nonsensitive data, and a single nonsensitive dataset consists of < , > and two datasets, indicating nonsensitive data type changes. Upper and lower bounds: the function is used to initialize the enumeration tree. The FIMoTS algorithm implements mining of sensitive data. The specific algorithm steps are as shown in Algorithm 1.
Sensitive Data
Protection: DIDF Algorithm. This paper optimizes the K-anonymity algorithm [10] known as Flexible Partition algorithm based on the rounding partition function, which regards time as an important attribute. By dynamically changing the dataset, it can guarantee the real-time performance of the data and make it independent at different time periods. The data is relatively independent, and then Flexible Partition algorithm processing is performed on the dataset of each time period to obtain the maximally anonymous group. The Flexible Partition algorithm is briefly described below.
Assuming that table T( ) contains = × + records (where denotes K-anonymity and is a positive integer smaller than ), theoretically table ( ) can partition + 1 anonymous groups. Then for any anonymous group = × + of ( ) (where denotes K-anonymity and is a positive integer smaller than ), if is odd, the number of anonymous groups generated by the two-division method is ( − 1)/2 × + ( + )/2 and ( − 1)/2 × + ( + )/2, respectively. Anonymous groups can be divided into W − 1 anonymous groups.
For a large dataset = × + , it can be divided into two anonymized groups 1 = 1 × + 1 and 2 = 2 × + 2 , where 1 + 2 ≤ , and when the 1 + 2 = equation is established. Based on the above analysis, it can be seen that the rounding partition function is
and the opening in the function is rounded up, and the opening down is rounded down. This paper takes time as an important factor to divide the dataset according to the time period and dynamically to change the processing dataset, while considering the edge data processing method. The method proposed in this paper helps to maintain the datasets relative independence in different time periods while making the protection of sensitive data more accurate with strong operability. We renamed the algorithm based on the dynamic rounding function K-anonymous algorithm as DIDF algorithm, and the specific algorithm steps are as shown in Algorithm 2.
The DIDF algorithm always tries to split the dataset of a single time period into more anonymous groups and has stronger advantages in processing the data on the boundary line, which can fully reflect the time characteristics of the data flow in the social network. For example, when = 2 and dataset | | = 5, | | = 2 × 2 + 1 is known based on the algorithm, so after the algorithm operation, two anonymous groups | 1 | = 1 × 2 + 0 and | 2 | = 1 × 2 + 1 are generated.
Comparison of Experimental Results
The experiment was run on a PC with a 1.90GHz Core i3 processor, 44GB of memory, and a Windows 8.1 operating system. The lexical analysis processing was implemented using python programming language, and the SL-SDMA and DIDF algorithms were implemented in C# on Tongcheng datasets originated from online user reviews.
Sensitive Data Mining.
The dataset selected in the data mining uses two kinds of tourist reviews of the Tongcheng tourism website as an experimental dataset. Table 1 lists the data characteristics of the two datasets. The data used to support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon request or the url "https://pan.baidu .com/s/1-LEzNrk9YjG8o0hOhi0WWA." The experiment acquires the total data length, the longest data item length, the shortest data item length, and the running time. By modifying the threshold multiple times, the relationship between sensitive data mining time and threshold is finally determined, as shown in Figure 2 .
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the relationship between the threshold and the sensitivity data recognition rate; there are maps showing that when the threshold range is [1/14, 1/12], sensitive data identification rate is highest, up to 100%. With the increase of the threshold, [1/11, 1/9], the standard for extracting sensitive data is increased, and complete sensitive data cannot be obtained, which leads to a decrease in the recognition rate of sensitive data; as the threshold decreases, [1/18, 1/15], the standard for extracting sensitive data is reduced, and more redundant data are obtained, which reduces the recognition rate of sensitive data.
Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the relationship between the threshold and the extraction time of sensitive data. As can be seen from the figure, the blue dashed line is the dividing line, and the line graph of the red threshold and time is roughly divided into three parts. These correspond to the three ranges of change in the recognition rate of sensitive data in Figures  2(a) increase of threshold value. However, the current sensitive data recognition rate is not the highest, and the complete sensitive data cannot be obtained. Secondly, the point at the upper left threshold is in the range of [1/18, 1/15]. The sensitive data recognition rate is 100%, and it is not difficult to see that when the threshold value is 1/13, the running time is the least, that is, the optimal threshold point, 3. The intermediate threshold value is in the range of [1/14, 1/12] . At this point, the running time of the range decreases with the decrease of the threshold, but the recognition rate of the sensitive data obtained in this range is not the highest, and there is more redundant data. Therefore, when the dataset size is 28900, the threshold value is 1/13, which can not only guarantee the highest recognition rate of sensitive data, but also guarantee the shortest running time, which is the optimal threshold point in this paper.
The experiment in Figure 3 shows the mining time of FIMoTS, SWM-FI, FIUT-Stream, and SL-SDMA algorithms. The time complexity of these four algorithms is ((1/2) 3 ),
, respectively, where and are constants. Through the sensitive data mining experiments on the above two datasets, the running time is shown in Figure 3 . However, SWM-FI and FIUI-Strean are based on sliding window to mine sensitive data. They divide sliding windows according to transaction size and do not fully consider the impact of time on the datasets in social networks. Furthermore, they use matrix to store data for storing data, which wastes a lot of space. The SL-SDMA algorithm proposed in this paper uses the storage structure of enumeration tree to save data. Because our algorithm stops judging when the parent node is insensitive data, it not only saves time, but also avoids the waste of space. In addition, the sliding window in our algorithm is divided according to the time, which can fully reflect the time characteristics of the data stream, so the time efficiency of SL-SDMA is higher.
Sensitive Data Protection.
The size of the dataset selected for the protection of sensitive data is 28,900. The content of the dataset includes the name of the visitor, the content of the comment, and the time of the comment. The change of the value, the number of anonymous groups obtained, and the time consumed are used to prove the feasibility of the algorithm.
The experimental comparison shows that the DIDF algorithm achieves the protection of sensitive data by dynamically acquiring the processed dataset. It not only can ensure the independence of the data in each time period, but also is more conducive to the centralized protection of data. The experimental results after the operation are similar to the experimental results of the Flexible Partition algorithm which is shown in Figure 4 . That is, it is possible to obtain as many anonymous groups as possible, and the algorithm is also acceptable over time.
Conclusion
This paper first uses NLP's lexical data package THULAC to preprocess the dataset. Then according to the temporal characteristics of the data stream, a sliding window-based sensitive data mining algorithm is proposed, which takes the most important attributes of time and adopts the data structure of the enumeration tree. The storage of the calculation results is realized. By defining the upper and lower bounds of the data item type, the enumeration tree and the data collection information are updated only when the relative support degree reaches the upper and lower bounds of the type change, thereby saving the calculation time. Finally, the threshold self-learning function is used to determine the threshold for finding the minimum time spent in ensuring the accuracy of mining data. This method can determine the optimal threshold in the same dataset, thereby improving the experimental efficiency. In the protection of sensitive data, using DIDF algorithm to dynamically change the processing dataset not only can guarantee the independence of the dataset in each time period, but also can always obtain the maximum number of anonymous groups. Experiments show that the above methods can significantly improve the computational efficiency while ensuring the accuracy of the experimental results in the mining and protection of sensitive data and consider the time characteristics of the dataset, which has strong operability and feasibility. We intend to explore several directions in future work, including extending the algorithm to deal with the frequent pattern mining on data stream in distributed environment. Furthermore, because sensitive data mining may lead to personal privacy leakage, we intend to add a differential privacy method into our SL-SDMA method. We intend to explore several directions in future work, including extending the algorithm to deal with the frequent pattern mining on data stream in distributed environment. Furthermore, because sensitive data mining may lead to personal privacy leakage, we intend to add a differential privacy method to our SL-SDMA method.
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